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Powerful anti-obesity PSA, m ight be upsetting for some folks
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submitted 5 hours ago by _mck_ to /r/funny
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Every year, our Navajo Code Talkers graced our parade with their presence. And every year, the group of World War II Marines got smaller. This year, their float was empty.
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Playing The Last of Us on Grounded difficulty
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submitted 6 hours ago by falcon box to /r/gaming
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TIL In 2011, people playing Foldit, an on line puzzle game about protein folding, resolved the structure of an enzyme that causes an Aids-like disease in monkeys. Researchers had been working on the problem for 13
years. The garners solved it in three weeks. (theguardian.com)
submitted 4 hours ago by please_ n ot_ the_ face to /r/todayilearned
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Mesmerizing.. (imgur.com)
submitted 6 hours ago by Gsk801 to /r/gifs
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I made a 2600 mile round trip last weekend to get back my best friend.
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submitted 8 hours ago by manf0712 to /r/aww
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I was weeding the leeks at the allotment when I dug up this 317 year old coin from a king I never knew existed
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submitted 9 hours ago by justthisg uyiknow to /r/m ild lyinter esting
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Clayton Kershaw's amazing curve ball (imgur.com)
submitted 9 hours ago by iBieeedorange to /r/sports
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How to pack for one night [ Fixed]
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Dartmouth st udent wants to carry gun on campus : " I got responses like, 'You can't keep calling us all the time,' or 'You can on ly call after 9 :00p.m .' I'd like to say my stal ker doesn't care what t ime of day it is,"
submitted 7 hours ago by ercax to /r/news
1908 comments share
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That new George Lopez show that you weren't watching was cancelled .
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submitted 4 hours ago by complexor to /r/television
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SAS deployed in Iraq : British special forces sent to hunt down Islamist militants
submitted 9 hours ago by i_love_fsa to /r/worldnews
1323 comments share
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